First Black Four-Star General Remembered

By Debbie Raves
Aeron Staff Reporter

Through a truly inspiring career and for the organization by the Reunion of the West, General Idas J. James, Jr., the last black four-star general in U.S. history, was honored this past Saturday, February 21, here at Embry-Riddle.

Bradley led a campaign that James, the wife of the late Dr. Douglas A. James, to span the flight of General's career. Mrs. Margaret Jackson, President, Florida A&M and Mr. Lester R. Johnson, Mayor of Detroit, marched in the General's behalf. Other participants included Mr. John Phipps, Executive Vice-President in the Embry-Riddle faculty, Mr. Floyd Miles, Superintendent, Mr. Edward P. Bostick, President of the University of Alabama, and Mr. Glen R. Glass, the student body president of the University of Alabama.

The event took place at the Alumni Reunion Dinner at the Coolidge College Center Dining Hall.

Events of the service were highlighted by a soggy presentation of the Reunion of the West, General, and Dr. Idas J. James, Jr., the last black four-star general in U.S. history. An honor of a lifetime, the presentation, included a professional, an historic, and an emotional component.

After Dr. James's tribute, a portrait of General James, painted by his wife, Mrs. Margaret Jackson (member of Community Development), was unveiled by the Reunion of the West, General, and Dr. Idas J. James, Jr., the last black four-star general in U.S. history.

RIDDLE RIDE
BOARD NOW ESTABLISHED

The Riddle ride bus has finally arrived. This is one you want to ride on your trip here if you are looking for a way to travel from your residence to the University. This bus is a real showstopper and will complement your journey to the University.

The bus is equipped with a map of U.S. and Florida on the side, and it has a comfortable interior with seats for everyone. It's a great way to get around and explore the campus.

Here are some of the highlights of the Riddle ride bus:

- Comfortable seating
- Free Wi-Fi
- Large windows for views of the campus

Check out the schedule for the Riddle ride bus and plan your trip today.

WHAT'S HAPPENING

WEDNESDAY, Feb. 24th
6:00 - 7:00 p.m. - Student Government Association Meeting (Faculty/Staff Lounge)

THURSDAY, March 5th
8:00 - 9:00 a.m. - Student Government Association Meeting (Faculty/Staff Lounge)
5:00 - 6:00 p.m. - Cross Campus Potato Roundup (Kane)

E-RAU Research Collection Relocated

The E-RAU Research Collection has decided to relocate to a new location in the library. This decision was made due to the current space constraints and the need for more organization.

Please note the new location and come and see what we have to offer.

SQA Elections Coming Up Soon

Only 10 days until the Student Government Association (SQA) elections! This is your chance to get involved and make a difference on campus.

Check out the SQA website for more information and get ready to vote!

Cutoffbacks Holdback WERU

By John James

The cutoffback at WERU radio station, WERU, was held back today. As a result of this decision, WERU staff members were able to put a halt to their efforts to begin production of their regular programming.

This decision was made after careful consideration and consultation with the faculty and administration of Embry-Riddle.

We are committed to providing our listeners with quality programming, and we appreciate the patience of our listeners during this time.

E-RAU... the place to be for all things aviation and beyond.
On March 21st, you will be asked to make your final decision on who will represent you on the ERAU Board of Visitors for the next year. Many people do not realize that the BSA President holds the position of the University of Alabama, at a number of the Board. The BSA President is in a position to see your views on a very direct manner in the people most likely to affect change.

In an effort to provide you with the information that will make your decision an intelligent belief, THE AVION will make all candidates so they can be seen where they stand. I hope you to get to know these candidates by reading these columns and presenting the information in person.

On March 21st, 6:30 p.m. the meeting will be held in the BSA Building. At 6:30 p.m. the meeting will be held in the BSA Building. At 6:30 p.m. the meeting will be held in the BSA Building.
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In an effort to provide you with the information that will make your decision an intelligent belief, the BSA President has prepared a letter that will be mailed to all members of the club. The letter will provide you with the information that you need to make informed decisions.
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The Problems With 'Plastic Money'

By Rob Window

If you are a student who wants to obtain a credit card, you may find yourself subject to considerable restrictions and requirements, but several factors are making it more difficult to get one. The credit industry is becoming more stringent in its review of applications, and many universities have placed stricter limits on credit card usage. Chevron, Sears, and MasterCard are among the banks that have announced increased scrutiny of student credit card applications.

Chevron, Sears, and MasterCard have increased their efforts to scrutinize student credit applications. The banks have been applying more rigorous credit standards, requiring additional information, and reviewing applications more closely. The increased scrutiny is being driven by concerns about credit card fraud and the potential for increased delinquencies among students.

For example, MasterCard is now requiring universities to provide detailed information about the creditworthiness of applicants. This includes information about the applicant's academic performance, employment history, and other financial factors. The banks are also more closely reviewing the credit history of applicants, and are denying credit to those with a history of delinquency or defaults.

The increased scrutiny is having a significant impact on students who want to obtain credit cards. Many students are finding it more difficult to get approved for credit cards, and those who are approved are finding that their credit limits are lower than in the past. The increased scrutiny is also leading to higher fees and interest rates for credit card products.

The credit card industry has been facing increased pressure from regulators to tighten its standards and improve its risk management practices. The increased scrutiny of student credit card applications is one example of the industry's efforts to address these concerns. However, many students are finding that the increased scrutiny is making it more difficult to obtain credit cards, and are seeking alternative ways to finance their expenses.
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After the failure of the E. Rau's commercial plane certification course, why not enjoy flying a gliding that, although not too use-
ful, is a great deal of fun. The rating I'm talking about is the Airplane Single-Engine. The only prerequisites are a private pilot certificate and enthusiastic attitude towards flying. If your flier-
ning enthusiasm is up to
par, since around the lake will boost it to a peak you have never experienced in flying be-
fore.

Douglas Corporation and host
an open discussion on various
projects of the Bell Corporation.
By Bob Schana

Mr. Larry Harris, chief de-
sign and support engineer from
Douglas, will discuss the Airo-
Craft Division, Long Beach, Cal-
if., held in conjunction with Feb-
uary 20 and 21 to prophecize
April graduation.

On February 20, Mr. Harris
showed a film on McDonnell-
Douglas and began a discussion on various projec-
tions of the Bell Corporation.

SHARKLE HAS A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU TO:

SAVE MONEY WHILE - ENJOYING BETTER HEALTH THROUGH BETTER NUTRITION THE SHARKLE WAY

LOOKING AND FEELING BETTER WITH SHARKLE PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS

KEEPS YOUR HOME-ENVIRONMENT CLEAN WITH SHARKLE HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS

MAKE MONEY IN ONE OF THE GREATEST BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES OF THE CENTURY

ASK ABOUT THE UPCOMING DISTRIBUTOR MEETING AND FIND OUT HOW TO BE YOUR OWN BOSS

10% DISCOUNT TO I.E.A. STUDENTS AND STAFF

YOUR SHARKLE DISTRIBUTOR:

WATERBEDS ARE STRONG.

Of course we don't recommend parking your car on a waterbed. Waterbeds were developed for only one reason. Giving you the ultimate in sleeping comfort. A warm, com-
fortable night's sleep is what a waterbed is all about. They come in a variety of styles to complement your bedroom decor. Sure, waterbeds are strong. But more than
important, when equipped with a Safeway waterbed heater, waterbeds give you a great night's sleep. To learn more about waterbeds and waterbeds, see us.

Getting an ASE-Sea Rating Can Be Fun

SHE NED DAY SERVICES

We did this
to drive home
a point.

685 NOVA RD

Happy 

a warm waterbed...
The transmission will give you an overview of the basic principles of flight and how to control your plane. You'll learn about the different types of aircraft and the safety precautions you should take. This hands-on experience will give you a great understanding of what it takes to become a pilot. 

If you're interested in learning more about flying, please join us at the airport on Saturday, March 5th. We have a limited number of spots available, so make sure to register early! 

Please note that this event is only for students who have completed at least one semester of high school and have a minimum of 30 hours of flying experience. 

We can't wait to see you there!
In your best meeting come the afternoon- one of our most enjoyable meeting. The meeting is planned to present a series of talks on various aspects of the topic. We will have several speakers from different institutions, all of whom will share their expertise and experiences. The meeting will be held from 2:00 PM to 5:00 PM in the auditorium. Please mark your calendars and join us for this exciting event.

Swim Team

Are you still doing the "dr"-because you love, to swim?

Anyone interested in participating on the SWIM TEAM, contact Pat Hauser. Assistant coach, Dan 4th Floor. 235.5. for further information.

Art Time has joined the N.R.A. Shooting Club.

He will be forming a team for practice sessions in N.C.A.A. and country for individual and team competitions.

Contact Art at the Full House, Thursday, 6:30 P.M., or Pat Hauser (should D.B.T) for N.C.A.A. Swimming kits.

Bicycling

Thanks to everyone who participated, and showed their skills, in our exhibit at the Cocoa Beach Bike Show, we were able to raise a lot of money to help the kids.

Bicycling is a great way to stay active and healthy. Whether you're a beginner or an experienced biker, there's something for everyone.

Daytona Beach

Aviation

OFFERS

- RENTALS
  • Mooney M20C
  • Mooney M20J
  • Cessna 172
  • Cessna 182

- Executive Charter Service
  • Single Through Corporate Jet
  • Cargo Capabilities

- Sales and Service
  • For Cessna and Mooney

**If you are checking out by an Enbey Field instructor and are corrected, no check-out is required by Daytona Beach Aviation in Cessna 172 or Mooney Emperor.

Call 255-0471

HART'S STEREO CENTER
801 Mason AVE.
Phone 255-1486

EQUIPMENTS

Sony C-60 Low Noise Cassette

Stereo Center
32 years service
Front door parking
New mountain on the outside.
New taste on the inside.

E-RAU. Allumnum Becomes DBA Operations Employee

Daytona Waterbed Center

Complete With Matching Pedestal, Mattress, Salley Liner

In Assorted Colors ONLY $499

Complete With Pedestal, Mattress, Salley Liner Regular $495

Sale $380

Complete With Platform Side Rails, Pedestal, Mattress, Salley Liner April

Coming In Assorted Colors

Reg. $450 NOW $399

Matress, Salley Liner, And pedestal

Res. $507 Now $477

All Beds Come With Frame And Free Set-Up & Delivery

Lower Prices Than Anyone Anywhere On Competitive Quality Waterbed Frames And Accessories

2025-2027 S Ridgewood

South Daytona

781-5690

**Have A Soft Landing**

**Daytona Waterbed Center**
EAGLES: 2nd At Peachle Creek

By Dave Mathur

Emory Ridge bowling rolled into 10th week last week and there were the usual sharp shooters out there. Bruce Mc- Donald, bowled high game of 200, and right handed him a blank with a 219. Bruce and Mark were among a group of seniors involved in total games of 200s.

High honor went to Mike Perry, with a 267, his rolled nine game of 210 and 267. Larry Thombs was runner up with a 271 series. Eleanor Lawless exploded with an outstanding 409 series and a high game of 211. That was some consistency by Eleanor who had nine games two weeks ago with 2-6.

This week Emory Ridge bowlers will have to fight hard to keep their membership. This week's membership results will be up on the bulletin board.

Two Men's 5A Hors

2 Three Ball 109

Surprise 10-14

Gutter Duns 11-12

Senior Teams 11-17

Bowling 3-13

Countdown 13-13

Pep A-Go-Go 13-17

Bladetons 13-23

Challengers 15-31

Team, Story 14-10

301 Club 13-23

DC-Fun 16-8

The car you've been waiting for

Mazda RX-7

is waiting for you.